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Challenging Mass Media: It’s Time for the Truth

By Global Research
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Theme: Media Disinformation

“Global Research is the leading research source on the fundamental issues of war and
peace,  imperialism  and  resistance,  on  the  financial  crises  and  the  alternatives…  Prof
Chossudovsky has provided a forum for cutting edge critical essays which challenge the
principle pundits of the mass media.” 

— JAMES  PETRAS  (click  for  full  list  of  articles)  Bartle  Professor  Emeritus,  Binghamton
Universiy (New York) Research Associate, IDS St. Mary’s University (Halifax, Nova Scotia)

The  destruction  of  the  environment,  the  growing  deficit  of  social  justice,  civil
liberties, economic depression, the gnawing of worker’s rights, media disinformation, and so
many other topics are all regularly focused on by Global Research. We are committed to
giving readers critical coverage on these issues and much more.

Global Research does not seek financial support from private and public foundations. This is
why we value every single donation and contribution made by our readers.

We encourage you to re-post Global Research articles on social media, cite them in your
work, politely talk about them to friends, using them for group discussions, etc.

Please help support independent media! Scroll down to find out how you can help.
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Become a member of Global Research

Show your support by becoming a Global Research Member
(and also find out about our FREE BOOK offer!)

Browse our books, e-books and DVDs

Visit our newly updated Online Store to learn more about our publications. Click to browse
our titles:

Join us online

 “Like” our FACEBOOK page and recommend us to your friends!

 Subscribe to our YouTube channel for the latest videos on global issues.

A note to donors in the United States:
Tax Receipts for deductible charitable contributions by US residents

Tax Receipts for deductible charitable contributions by US residents can be provided for
donations to Global  Research in excess of  $400 through our fiscal  sponsorship program. If
you are a  US resident  and wish to  make a donation of  $400 or  more,  contact  us  at
crg.online@yahoo.com (please indicate “US Donation” in the subject line) and we will send
you the details. We are much indebted for your support.
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Disclaimer: The contents of this article are of sole responsibility of the author(s). The Centre for Research on Globalization will
not be responsible for any inaccurate or incorrect statement in this article. The Centre of Research on Globalization grants
permission to cross-post Global Research articles on community internet sites as long the source and copyright are
acknowledged together with a hyperlink to the original Global Research article. For publication of Global Research articles in
print or other forms including commercial internet sites, contact: publications@globalresearch.ca
www.globalresearch.ca contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the
copyright owner. We are making such material available to our readers under the provisions of "fair use" in an effort to advance
a better understanding of political, economic and social issues. The material on this site is distributed without profit to those
who have expressed a prior interest in receiving it for research and educational purposes. If you wish to use copyrighted
material for purposes other than "fair use" you must request permission from the copyright owner.
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